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Instructors
questioning
award plan

Prone to snooze

Dan Buerger
. .e.sec. asst to the president

Quest for
athletics
director
continues
By Stephanie M. Nichols
Daily stall writer
As many as a dozen candidates
are still in the running for SJSUs new
athletics director job.
Between 10 and 12 remain from
those who applied by the Feb. 15 application deadline. said Dan Buerger,
executive assistant to the president.
About 38 applications were received. said James Bryant. chairman
of the Human Performance Department and of the athletics director selection committee.
The committee anticipates recommending four to six candidates to the
president Wednesday. Bryant said.
The new director will take over
what are now both the men’s and
women’s athletics departments, the result of the planned merger approved by
President Gail Fullerton in November.
Applications for the position have
been evaluated by the I I -member selection committee. Bryant said.
Vern Wagner, interim men’s athletic director and Women’s Athletic
Director Mary Zimmerman have both
said they’ve applied for the new direc- .
tor position.
Zimmerman said she hasn’t been
notified by the president’s office
whether her name is still in consideration.
"I think it’s inappropriate for the
search committee or president’s office
to notify a candidate," Zimmerman
said.
Wagner was not on campus Friday and could not he reached for comment.
Bryant would not say whether
Wagner or Zimmerman were still in
contention.
Those who weren’t qualified either by experience or ability will be
sent rejection letters from the office of
the president. Buerger said.
A subcommittee of four will
check references and screen the remaining candidates in more detail.
Bryant said.
Bryant is also a member of the
subcommittee.
The four to six candidates the
subcommittee recommends will be
called for interviews by the president’s
office, Bryant said.
"Candidates will meet with administrators on campus, people in the
athletics program, coaches, fundraisers, people with whom they would
he connected." Buerger said.
Bryant has said the position will
be available April 6, hut that date is
negotiable, as the eventual director
may have commitments at another
school for the remainder of the academic year.

Monday

Shouldn’t be a substitute
for benefits, critics say

Bret J Polvorosa Daily staff photographer
nable to resist the run of warm weather. Joanne sun’s rays and naps the afternoon away on a bench
Seed, a junior majoring in history, gives in to the next to Morris Dailey Auditorium.

By Deborah G. Guadan
Daily staff writer
Some CSU faculty members have VOICell concern that awards offered by the
chancellor’s office as teaching incentives do not encourage instructors to perform
better.
Contnw crsy has developed concerning the possibility that competing for
awards influences instructors and affects their performance.
Some faculty members at SJSU
and at California State Polytechnic
University at Pomona have expressed
’The distribution of
negative feelings against the awards.
The Meritorious Performance and
Professional Promise Awards are of- awards began in
fered to all California State University
1984 with
schools. All faculty members are eligi- December
ble except for individuals who have re- 6(X) awards available.’
ceived an award in prior years and
Frank Gerry,
base their application on actions alemployee relations administrator
ready acknowledged.
The awards are based on performance and promise defined by superior teaching, librarianship or coachprofessional awards available and increased in
important
ing,
accomplishments and exceptional 1985," he said.
service to the university community.
In the opinion of some faculty
Usually achievement in two of members, the chancellor’s office gives
outstanding
hut
is
required
these
awards to stimulate faculty into
these areas
performance or promise in one area becoming better faculty hut that just
may warrant an award, according to isn’t the way it works. said William
Tidwell, chairman of the CFA legisthe criteria.
"The outline for the awards is lature committee.
CFA members would rather do
part of the collective bargaining contract between the chancellor’s office away with them and have more money
and
the
California
Faculty in the faculty travel expense fund.
Association,’ said Selma Burkom. as- Right now there is barely enough for
sociate academic vice president for one person to fly to Los Angeles and
hack, he said.
faculty affairs.
"Some faculty members at Cal
"The funding for the awards
comes from the chancellor’s iilfjC and Poly Pomona believe the awards are
is offered to all schools in the CSU competitive and tind part of the application process distasteful because they
system," she said.
"Approximately 1.850 awards, must blow their own horn," said
each in the amount of 52,500, are dis- David Edmunds, associate vice presitributed throughout the CSU cam- dent kw faculty affairs at Cal Poly Popuses." said Frank Gerry, an adminis- mona.
These faculty members at Cal
trator of employee relations in the
Poly Pomona agree with CFA memchancellor’s office.
"The distribution of awards bers that a better use for the money
See AWARDS. hack page
began in December 1984 with 600

All SJSU buildings up to state fire safety codes
Sprinklers in place
By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
SJSU buildings do not need additional basement sprinkler systems, said a spokesman tOr the
State Fire Marshal’s office.
There was some question whether the Old
Science Building and MacQuarrie Hall basements needed sprinkler systems because there
were plans to renovate both.
It has been determined that neither building
needs them. said Walter McDermilt, deputy director for the state fire marshal.
The Spartan Daily reported Feb. 5 that all
campus buildings without basement sprinkler
systems violate the Uniform Building Code.
Although it is not required to have sprinklers
under the code. the Old Science Building in -

dudes them in its renination plans. Mr:Derwin
said.
The estimated cost for the sprinklers is
$101.000. said Peggy Asuncion, facilities and
planning manager.
The basement of the Old Science Building,
with about 50,000 square feet of "usaehle
space." will house the computer and anthropology laboratories hut will he used mostly for storage. Asuncion said.
The university considered renovating MacQuarrie Hall and would have been required to install sprinklers in the basement, she said.
But the plan was canceled because the renovation would have cost too much, she added.
Although anthropology laboratories have
been moved temporarily to the MacQuarrie Hall
basement, the fire marshal is not requiring the
university to install a basement sprinkler system
as long as the laboratories do not remain in the
building permanently, she said

SJSU plans low-cost teacher housing
By Paige Borgel
Daily staff writer
Low- and moderate -income housing may he available
for new SJSU instructors in the future. said Peggy Asuncion, SJSU facilities and planning manager.
SJSU wants to come up with a proposal for the housing
to submit to the city in the spring, Asuncion said.
The plan would he part of the 20-percent housing program in the redevelopment project in downtown San Jose,
Asuncion said.
This plan provides for 20 percent of redevelopment
money to go for low- and moderate-income housing in San
Jose. she said.
The idea came up at the Academic Senate meeting last
week when University Housing. Facilities Development
and Operations and city redevelopment representatives discussed providing new housing facilities for students, Asuncion said.

The first step in implementing a plan is to document
the need for this type of housing, Asuncion said.
This would he done by asking new professors and
deans of various schools if there is a need for the housing .
she said.
Another question SJSU would ask is if the universit)is
losing potential professors from out of state due to the high
cost of living in the Bay Area, she said.
The housing would primarily he used for housing new
professors who have just relocated to the Ray Area and arc
either unable to find housing or are not able to afford it.
Asuncion said
At this point, it is not clear if there will he a need
among the faculty for this type of service, she said.
However. SJSU is expecting a turnover in faculty in
the next few years and housing costs in the area are going
up. so there may be a need in the near future. Asuncion
said.

The am hropology laboratories were once
housed in the south wing of the Engineering
Building, which was demolished last semester
for construction of the building’s new Project 88
wing.
Barbara Pluta. design and construction manager for Facilities Development and Operations,
said the state fire marshal inspects the campus
every year.
"If they find things that don’t meet the fire
code, they give us a list to take care of them."
Pinta said.
"It’s 100 percent ordinary stuff." she said.
"They’re concerned, for example about storage
under stairways . . about wooden display cases
. that storage lockers aren’t kept in the
corridors ot the an building . that paint isn’t
kept in the lockers."
The state lire marshal determines whether
buildings should have sprinkler systems in
accordance with the building code. McDermitt

said.
The code takes into account a number of variahles, including the occupancy, site, age and
structure of buildings, he said.
"New buildings are built straight by the
code." McDermitt said. "We don’t necessarily
bring old buildings up to present-day code, hut
try to create a safe environment.
" Our main objective (with old buildings) is
to make sure people can exit safely."
All campus buildings meet state exiting
code requirements. Plata said.
"(They) are safer than somebody’s home."
she said.
Campus buildings which have sprinkler systems in certain areas are the Aeronautics Building
tat the San Jose International Airport), Clark Library, Duncan Hall, Morris Dailey Auditorium,
Hugh Gillis Hall, the Corporation Yard. the Industrial Studies Building and MacQuarrie Hall.

Proposed student credit union
seeks volunteer workers
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The Washington Square Federal Credit Union is looking for a
few good people.
For the past two days, representatives of the credit union
have been seated at a table across
from the Student Union trying to
gain volunteer workers for the student -run project.
Although it has not formally
been approved by Bruce Robinson,
general counsel for SJSU. or President Gail Fullerton, the credit

union wants to he ready when that
long-awaited day arrives, said
Mike McLellan. chairman of the
credit union’s hoard of directors.
"We want to he able to be
rolling and have the operation set
up one day after it is approved,"
McLellan said.
Instrumental to this hope is the
rounding up of volunteers.
"We’re giving out information and telling people we’re coming soon.’ McLellan said.
See (*FIEDIT UNION, back page

Mentors
offer help
to students
By Hans Ingehretsen
Daily stall writer
It’s good to know there is somewhere for those who feel lost among
the crush of about 26.000 students to
turn for guidance.
Those who are participating in the
Faculty -Student Mentor Program can
have their own personal faculty memher to anchor them when the storm of
See PROGRAM. back page
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Editorial

Black budget supposes nuclear war
l’ind of military spending that escalates
world tensions and goes unchecked by
Congress should be stopped immediately.
Since Reagan came into power in 1981 the
Pentagon has siphoned billions of taxpayers’
dollars into secret preparations for World War
IV .
No kidding. World War IV.
Any president who spends money on a
plan to win World War IV is assuming that
World War III is a foregone conclusion.
Top secret military development and operations hidden behind the veil of the Pentagon’s
"black budget" escapes the scrutiny of all but
30 Congressmen, each of whom has extremely
limited access to review the spending of American taxpayers’ money.
The black budget literally leaves the people of this nation in the dark. The cost and
structure of black budget programs costing $35
billion a year remain largely unknown to Congress and the American people.
Any

Millions of dollars have been spent to train
dolphins as marine saboteurs. Billions have
been sunk into the research and development of
a global, computerized satellite switchboard for
transmittal and control of commands for nuclear attacks during and after World War III.
The black budget communications network will instantly receive and relay commands to galloping and walking robotic soldiers capable of fighting in a lethally
radioactive atmosphere, lead-lined tractor-trailers serving as mobile nuclear command posts,
doomsday air command posts in modified 707s
(a 747 for the president) and a command center
deep below ground in the Catoctin Mountains
near Ravin Rock. PA.
Under the care and guidance of the Reagan administration, spending for these and
other black budget programs has more than
tripled since 1981.
We believe this science fiction nightmare
should not get any closer to reality.

MILITARY BUDGET

Kr!

IN-FLIGHT REFUELING.’

Ragged Right

Reagan the pessimist isn’t joking about World War III
President Reagan’s pessimism has caused nothing hut
trouble.
Funding the Contras and the Strategic Defense lmtia
live weren’t enough. We now lind that since he took ()frit...
in 1981. the president has more than tripled the Pentagon’,
secret budget for coven operations - commonly referred
to as the black budget.
The U.S. Office of Management and Budget estimate,
total black budget spending for fiscal year 1988 will he
billion.
That’s $35 billion dollars for classified projects most
of our congressmen aren’t even allowed to know about.
The OMB estimates in fiscal year 1988 the federal
government will spend $14 billion on the environment. $2.5
billion on education, $26 billion
on agriculture and $28 billion on
transportation. The only program
that will receive more than the
black budget is health care, at an estimated cost of $38 billion.
Where is the president getting the funds or the Pentagon’s black budget’
According to a study completed by Fiscal Planning
Services in September, local governments and the states
have lost $76.4 billion and individuals have lost $38.4 billion because of changes President Reagan has made in programs such as food stamps, education aid, medical aid. job

Viewpoint

Larry
Aragon

training. ina,, nansii as.isiance and Naler treatment.
And tor all oi the president’s rhetoric about solving the
mitiein’s drug piohleins, -he-has cut spending on alcohol.
mental health and drug abuse programs to $1.7 billion
below what they would have received under the rules that
were in effect before he took office, according to the FPS
study.
A large portion of black’ budget money is going into research and development for a high-tech. computer-satellite
system to command U.S. forces during World War III and
IV.
This isn’t a joke.
Milstar. a multibillion dollar satellite system designed
to control the nation’s nuclear defense system. was

launched into space for testing in December.
It’s the key piece of hardware in the Pentagon’s "C -I"
(pronounced see-cubed-eye) system.
Short for command, control, communications and intelligence. Cl would direct the nation’s missiles, bombers,
submarines, and so on in the event of nuclear war. It’s only
one part of the Reagan administration’s $222 billion plan to
modernize the U.S. nuclear arsenal.
According to Tim Weiner of the Knight-Ridder News
Service. "Long after the White House and Pentagon are reduced to rubble and much of civilization is destroyed, the
strategy calls for computers to run a war no human mind
could control, orchestrating space satellites and nuclear
weapons over a global battlefield.
"The strategy envisions generals huddled in underground hunkers. aloft in convened 747s and speeding down
interstate highways in lead -lined tractor trailers: These nu,.,
clear-war command posts would harbor computer terminals
linked to space satellites that would help direct nuclear missiles from silos and submarines."
There’s no punchline.
America would he a heap of radioactive rubble and yet
our commander in chief would be roaming the glowing
skies trying to keep what’s left of it free.
This pessimistic outlook defies the logic of a reasonable man.
But whoever said the president has to be reasonable?

Letters to the Editor
sider would think that we were all brothers and sisters. It is
lime we begin to truly learn about each other’s religions instead of ignorantly attacking them.
IA! It OF
"Daimon llatim Shakir
We are writing to complain about the recent water
Senior
problems in the dormitories.
(1.11 Engineering
It is now 10:15 p.m. and all of Moulder Hall is in an
uproar because our water has been off since I p.m. First we
were told it would he back on at 5 p.m., then they told us Rec Center not worth the hassle
9:30 and now were told 11:30 p.m. Who knows when the Editor.
water will actually he running again.
The number one question going around all over the resBefore the campus closed down for the evening most idence hulls is whether the Rec Center is really worth it. I
of us were willing to search out other restrooms, while oth- thin k most residents would answer no.
ers insisted on using the unflushable dorm toilets. On top of
As a resident in Joe West Hall, I am concerned about
that, we haven’t been able to take showers or div laundry. possible health violations because of the recent and frequent
And now with more than an hour before the water is slip - water shut -offs. Also, what would happen if there was a tire
posed to he hack on. there are no restrooms open on cam- in one of the halls while the water was orr With the sprinpus.
kler system down there could he tremendous loss of life and
We pay thousands of dollars to live in the dorms, as- propen y
suming the conditions will he safe, sanitary and reasonably
Recently we were warned the water would be off from
comfortable. We would rather study than worry about our 1 to 5 p.m We appreciated the warning and made arrangeis that too much to ask?
bladders
ments to take showers elsewhere and use other bathrooms
When are we going to receive the housing conditions on campus However, the water did not come back on at 5
we pay for?
Malt Thompson p.m. as promised. After maintenance workers unplugged
Freshman the toilets and sinks. awakening several students in the proAeronautical operations cess, the water was turned on again at I a.m.
Kendra Moore
We were elated to have water to take showers and flush
Freshman toilets with the next morning. But, alas, our elation was
Marketing short-lived. At 8:15 the water went off again, leaving those
Lynn Horner people still sleeping without water. Now we have been in Freshman !tinned that they don’t know what time the water will be
’nth-flared turned hack on today.
Jim J. Ramon’
All SJSU students pay $30 per semester for construcSenior tion of the Rec Center. Dorm residents pay at least $1.500
Molecular Biology per semester for room and hoard. Even though building the
Ree Center will benefit future students. it is happening at

No water, plenty of irate students

Stop defaming other religions

Editor.
I am appalled and saddened at the lack of knowledge
and total ignorance that exists on this campus. I am relei
nng to a letter by Joel Edminster that appeared Feb. 19
He mentions in his letter that ’’itone person believe, in
and worships God. one Bilddha. one Muhammad . .that’
fine by me." Please note very carefully that the prophet
Muhammad is not worshipped as, for example. a Christian
worships God In Islam (which is the name of the religion
that Muhammad brought in the 7th century Al) ). there is
only one god. and God alone is worshipped (the Arabic
word for God is "Allah").
I would like to advocate to the students of this university that, instead of defaming other religions. they spend a
few minutes getting rid of their ignorance and learn to appreciate. or at least respect, other religions
I have met too many people who are just waiting to
pounce upon my religion and defame it, when they themselves have absolutely no knowledge of it! If anyone of you
are in the habit of doing this. I strongly advise you. for the
future of the world. to sit down (or a few minutes and read
the Torah. the Bible and the Koran i the holy hook it Islam I
You will he amazed to find out how similar these three veil
gions are. Believe it or not, they arc so similar that an out

Forum Page Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express views On important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone number and class level.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not be
printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight WWI Hall, or at the information
center in the Student It ’,lion.
"rive Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit
letters for libel. length, taste and clarity .
Editorials, appearing in (he upper kn corner
of the page, are the opinions of the Spartan Daily
Editorial Board.
Deck!, columns and columns appearing on a
rotating basis are written by Daily editors and reflect their individual opinions.
Pieces labeled l’ic,q4iint are written by Daily
staff writers and are also opinions of the individual.

the expense of current dorm residents. Most of us IA
even he here to enjoy it.
My question is: Are we going to he compensated or re
imhursed for our inconvenience? In addition to the loss (il
water, the construction noise and resulting problems in the
dining commons have added to our inconvenience. I personally think we should be compensated either monetaril)
or in the form of other benefits.
Elizabeth 1 rso
Junior
Public Relations

No toilets, no sinks, plenty of hassle
Editor.
Imagine. You live in a dorm and a flyer is put up say
ing you will not have water from 1 to 5 p.m. Imagine. 5
p.m. comes and goes and the water is not hack on. Then
they tell you it will he back on by 9 p.m. Imagine. 9 p.m
comes and goes and there still is no water. Next, they prom
ise we’ll have water by midnight. Imagine, again, if you
can, it is almost I a.m. and the water finally returns. But
when the over-filled toilets are flushed the bathrooms
flood -- water even comes bubbling out of the sinks.
Imagine taking a shower at 8 a.m. when the water sud
denly stops again. Imagine waking at almost 9 a.m, to irate
voices, people who have not been able to go to the bathroom or taken a morning shower, who are swearing that.
again, there is no water. Imagine calling housing operations, plant operations and President Fullerton -- who was
not available (perhaps she was taking her morning
shower) and being told the water "should he hack on by
11 a.m."
Well, II a.m. has now come and gone. Imagine, no
toilet, no sink, no shower. I pay more than $3,000 per year
for this. Wow. Imagine that.
Christine Derenzi
Freshman
Nursing

All sororities should be represented
Editor,
I would like to comment on the article, "New Sorority
Pledges SJSU Greek System," which ran Feb. 3.
The reporter. Paige C. Bine!. talked to. and wrote
about, only the white sororities on campus. She didn’t even
include all the sororities in the Panhellenic Council. Sorority Alpha Kappa Alpha, the oldest black sorority, along
with Delta Sigma Theta should have been mentioned because both are in the council.
Also recognized on this campus is Sigma Gamma Rho.
and seeking recognition are Eta Phi Beta and Zeta Phi Beta
(both have representatives on campus).
All these sororities are nationally recognized. So why
aren’t they mentioned? And why can’t your reporters do
their jobs and slop overlooking the facts? They aren’t that
hard to find.
Cynthia Cobb
Senior
Radio-IS

111

Frank Michael
Russell

Slice of life
It’s now a little past midnight, Friday morning. The
. ampus is dark and mostly deserted. A cold wind
lushes past Dwight Bentel Hall.
By the time you read this, it’ll he sometime Monday.
Between now and then, or then and now, dependingon your perspective. I’ll have helped put together
this issue of the Daily, met some people in a college
newspaper organization I’m working with Saturday,
had another meeting with Daily editors Sunday, possibly done my income taxes, caught up on my reading in
urban politics. worked a few hours for a little spending
money and maybe -- just maybe seen a movie
with some friends.
And your schedule is probably at least as busy.
Life is becoming like a Laurie Anderson song,
and it’s only the fifth week of the semester.
Good morning. Are you dreaming? This is the
rest of your life.
I think about writing a letter home.
Dear Mom and Dad,
Life sucks. I hate the food in the dorms. The wafer’ s been ()Nor almost two days. Please send money.
Then! remember Dad died when I was IS. And
Mom has less money than I do.

Three young men sit in a dorm room in Markham
Hall talking about nuclear war.
A few of last semester’s Daily editors ask
each other how they did on their urban politics mid.
eons, then discuss the miniseries "Amerika."
Cynical young journalists, they conclude it’s
been boring and inconsequential.
Cynical young journalists, are you dreaming?
This is the rest of .sour life, Laurie Anderson sings in
the Dwight Bente! Hall distance.
People seem afraid to talk around me, lately.
Is this going to he in Ragged Right? they ask.
Of course not, I answer. You’re not justified in
thinking that.

Everyone I know is on deadline, and it’s only the
fifth week of the semester.
I try to decide what Ragged Right is going
I,’ he about this week.
Maybe I’ll do a letter hack home. Or perhaps it’s
time for the "No. I’m not running for Associated Students President" column.
Whatever it is. I have to do something different.
No Herb Caen rip-off. No self-indulgent minimalism.
Something new.
Or, if it’s a cliche, at least I should do something
unusual with it.
Laurie Anderson sings in the nighttime San Jose
distance.
Are you dreaming?
Two people ask if I’ve got enough sleep. lately.
Someone says, You should go see a doctor.
In the library, the lines for the photocopiers seem
longer than ever.
The Friday before, the Laundry Works closes.
Hundreds show up; hundreds more are turned away.
Death of a scene? It’s unlikely. Pseudo-remorseful. San Jose’s new music fans are more life -like than
ever.

Herb Caen? Mike Royko? Bob Greene’?
I het they’ve all done a "I can’t come up with a
.olumn" column.
It’s 1 4.m. Friday morning, Ragged Right is writ
ten to
This is the rest of your life. okay’?
Frank Michael Russell is the news editor of the
Spartan Daily . Frankly Speaking
no, lACIIISe us.
Ragged Right will return next Monday.
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Around Other Campuses
(’al State Chico
Playboy magazine shocked a lot of people last year
when it designated California State University at Chico the
hest party school in the country.
The magazine is now planning a pictorial of compliant
females at Cal State Chico.

U.C. Santa Cruz

Dateline

Next fall’s incoming Stanford freshmen may not he
able to express preference for housing based on the SC% or
class composition of dormitories_
A recommendation by the Subcommittee on Residential Education and Advising suggested to do away with
the present program because it was misleading and unnecessary

U.C. Santa Barbara

The University of California at Santa Cruz is experiencing growing pains.
Close to 8.000 copies of the student newspaper at the
The university accepted 1.000 more students this aca- University of California at Santa Barbara were stolen from
demic year than last, and many UCSC students and faculty several stands earlier this month.
are complaining about overcrowded facilities.
The monetary loss to the paper is estimated at $1.1(8)
In the late 1970s. applications to UCSC declined, as and there are no suspects in the case. Circulation of the
did funding from the UC system. Applications have steadily Daily Nexus is usually set at 11,000 copies. Five thousand
increased in the last five years.
editions were reprinted.
UCSC is trying to cope with crowded classrooms by
modifying existing ones. The administration has no plans to
In other UCSB news, a newly -formed student organibuild more classrooms except those that will be part of Col- zation called upon the university to establish a new racial
lege Eight, a college within the UCSC structure which is not harassment policy and construct a UCSB Cultural Center.
yet totally funded and is not scheduled for completion until
Concerned Students Against Racism presented these
1991.
demands with seven others to approximately 50 campus adUCSC is slated to accept 300 more new students next ministrators and students with one to two week deadlines to
fall.
take action.
UCSB currently works on an unofficial harassment
policy. The panel asserted that administrators need a new
policy that would penalize racist actions by faculty and stuStanford
dents.
The Super Bowl may return to Stanford University in
1991.
Stanford hosted the game in 1985 after the National
U.C. Berkeley
Football League invested $75,000 in Stanford Stadium.
The 86.100-seat stadium is the only one in the Bay
A bathroom will be closed in the University of CaliforArea that meets the NFL’s minimum seating and parking re- nia at Berkeley’s Doe Library because officials received
quirement for the game.
complaints that it is being used for gay sex.
San Francisco and other Bay Area cities and counties
One of the library’s directors said he had received sevwill make a formal hid to NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle
eral dozen complaints from students, faculty and staff. The
this month and a decision will he announced in May or
bathroom will be locked and keys given to some faculty and
June.
library employees.
Another public bathroom on campus was closed for the
SmithKline Beckman Corporation, the manufacturer same reason.
of Contac and Dietac. donated $7.8 million to Stanford University’s Center for Molecular and Genetic Medicine earlier
this month.
The donation is the largest so far by a private health
care company to the center and brings the total raised for the
center’s construction and research to $86.6 million.
Philadelphia-based SmithKline Beckman will have all
patent rights to processes and products resulting from projects it funds.
The center is scheduled to he completed in late 1988
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The repairs and additions came to just under $200,001)
and included replacing the stage’s carpet with a layered.
wood parquet floor.

Drug testing updated
WASHINGTON
(AP)
-Guidelines calling for bathroom monitors to police urine sampling of federal workers resurrects the controversy
over mandatory drug testing in the
government, hut the new rules probably seem tame to thousands of workers
already tested.
.
The estimated 5,000 Defense Department civilian workers tested last
year, for example, did not have the
luxury of going into a toilet stall. Their
monitors watched them fill the cup.
Michael Walsh, a National Institute on Drug Abuse official who
worked on the new guidelines, said the
eyewitness approach has been the most
common safeguard used in mandatory
testing programs in and out of government.
Walsh acknowledged in a telephone interview last week that the
step-by-step instructions on how to
conduct a urine test emphasize the underlying questions about invasion of

privacy in a mandatory program.
"What we tried to use are some
common sense approaches, an attempt
to strike a balance between protecting
the privacy of the employee while still
ensuring integrity of the system." said
Walsh, director of the institute’s Office of Workplace Initiatives.
’ Walsh said the most precise way
to ensure a urine sample is not doctored is to observe the person giving it,
hut he noted that President Reagan
specifically ruled out that approach
last September in instructing the Department of Health and Human Services to write technical testing
guidelines.
The guidelines include two major
guards against cheating: Toilet water
where the testing is conducted is to be
dyed blue so it cannot he used to dilute
the sample, and the temperature of the
sample is to be taken within four minutes to make sure it has just come from
a human body.

Colleges fight dropout rates
state has ordered
(AP) The
each of its 106 community colleges to
institute a testing and placement program by 1989-90 to combat a 35-percent dropout rate for first -semester
freshmen.
Administrators say they hope the
programs will help them better test students’ aptitudes and place them in
classes at the appropriate levels.
"Many drop out to take jobs.
some for prolonged illness and some

move away." said John Baker, director of counseling at Fremont’s Ohlone
College.
"But it’s our belief that most
drop out because they’re frustrated
with the material. They cannot succeed in the classroom, so they leave
us." he said.
Baker, also a Fremont city councilman, said colleges need to know
students’ reading, writing and math
abilities when they start out.

Special Sections Menage,

By I.isa Bohadilla
Daily staff writer
For the first time in the university’s history, SJSU will offer master
theses awards to graduate students at
commencement
ceremonies
this
spring.
The awards are $250 for first
place and 5100 for second place. said
Serena Stanford, associate academic
vice-president for graduate studies and
research.
In order to he eligible for either
award, a candidate must have graduated from the university in August or
December of 1986 or he graduating in
May 1987. Stanford said.
Qualified students must have
completed a research piece that meets
specific requirements stated in Title V
of the CSU educational policy code,
she said.
The individuals must then be
nominated by faculty advisers in their
schools, she said.
"The selection is left to the
judgment of schools who wish to put a
candidate forward," Stanford said.
Each school is limited to two
nominations, she said.
The awards are open to all
schools of SJSU. she said. However,

Candidates must have
graduated in 1986 or
will be graduating in
May 1987.
some schools may not be able to nonii
nate students because they do not offs.,
masters programs. The School of Engineering is one example, she said.
The nominations will he consist
ered by the Graduate Studies Commit
tee and the recipients of the awards
will be announced at commencement.
she said.
The Graduate Studies Committee
is a committee of the Academic Senate, which develops academic policy
for the SJSU campus.
The committee will examine the
quality of the research and the quality
of writing in considering theses nominations, Stanford said.
However, because these are the
first theses awards to he offered by the
university, the committee is in the process of developing specific criteria in
determining who will be awarded, she
said.
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LOS ANGELES (API - Tri-Star Pictures lost another appeal of an X -rating affixed to its film "Angel
Heart." forcing it to cut the challenged lovemaking
scene featuring Lisa Bonet of "The Cosby Show." the
studio said.
"Director Alan Parker has reluctantly, at this point.
decided to make these cuts. which are minor and amount
to a couple of seconds, really." said Stephen Randall,
studio executive vice president of marketing in New
York.
An X -rating, the most restrictive audience category. bars theater admittance to anyone under the age
of 18 and is usually perceived as a financial death sentence for mainline films

Mnniter Monday

CO-op Manager

Fitch,,

X-rated scene cut
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The three men nominated by Gov. George Deukmejian to the state Supreme
Court would all he on the state ballot in 1990 for terms
varying from four to 12 years.
If confirmed March 18 by the Commission on Judicial Appointments, Justices David Eagleson. John Arguelles and Marcus Kaufman would face the voters at
the same time as the next governor’s election in 1990. as
required by the stale Constitution.
After 1990, the new appointees would serve the remaining years of their predecessors’ terms before running again for full I 2 -em- terms on the court.
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Book issue called political

Justices face balloting

Dan it,,,,

Assistant Forum Editor

Alarmed by murders
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
among homosexuals, often after trap pickups, leaders of
the city’s gay community are about to plaster pubs with
The head of a state
SOUTH PASADENA AP)
explicit warnings to look closer at potential losers before
bicentennial commission for promoting interest in tlie
taking them home.
al in a history
appros
panel’s
constitution
defends
the
"We want the community to get a message that’s
long-term." said Carmine Vazquez. spokeswoman of hook criticized as racist, saying we can’t he censors.’
But Jane Crosby, chairwoman of the California BjCommunity United Against Violence, a non-profit group
centennial Commission, said she now agrees that books
that fights violence against homosexual men and
will he more carefully screened in the ’inure
women.
Opposition to "The Making ol America" is "not a
They act as liaison with police, and support victims
black and white issue to me." she said "It’s a political
or survivors of homosexually-directed violence.
With artwork and printing nearly complete, hun- one. (Assembly Speaker) Willie Brown and (State Sen.
dreds of posters and matchbooks will appear in dozens of Gary) Hart want to embarrass the governor and harass
"gay bars" in San Francisco in two or three weeks, him. That’s politics."
One chapter of the 1985 hook suggests black Amerwarning to make possibly life-saving evaluations of
ican slaves were partly to blame for their ill treatment
drinking partners, she said in an interview.
"What we’re trying to do is get off the thinking that and calls black children "pickaninnies." labeling white
this is one or two crazies committing these horrible mur- slave owners the "worst victims" of slavery
Crosby said author W. Cleon Skousen had a right to
ders." she said, indicating a shift from earlier theories
his opinion and that if one essay characterized blacks as
that heterosexual hoods were terrorizing homosexuals.
Vazquez said several hundred posters and thou- shiftless and lazy, "there are shiftless and lazy white
sands of matchbooks will say. "Your Place or Mine. people. too."
"Anyone can write what they- want." said Ms.
Check Out Who You’re Going Home With. It’s Worth
Crosby, a 67 -year-old Republican activist front South
Your Life."
Pasadena. "This is not Russia . We are being called
The posters and matchbooks will go into some 50 or upon to endorse various local programs. We can’t be po60 members -bars of the "Tavern Guild," a loosely orga- licemen.**
nized group of owners of homosexual bars in the Castro.
Republican Gov . George Deukmejian said last
South -of-Market, and Polk Street neighborhoods.
week he wouldn’t fire Crosby or two other commissimi
San Francisco is estimated to have a homosexual members, because the commission apologized for tailing
community of about 100.000 people, nearly 13 percent to adequately review the hook.
The publisher. the National Center for Constituof the population.
"We’re asking gays to try and figure out if the indi- tional Studies in Salt Lake City, says copies of the 880vidual they’re with is a complete stranger." said Vaz- page volume "are selling like hotcakes."
Some 215 copies of the book were sold or donated
quez. "Did he just come out of nowhere? Does anybody
know him? Use intuition. Is he a little too anxious to by the commission, including some gisen to school tibraries. The commission made $2.145 profit before halfleave?"
ing sales. .aid spokesman Ray Kahaker
Meanwhile, detectives were continuing an investiBrosu n and others had demanded Deukmejian fire
gation of the deaths of two men last Monday after what
his three appointees to the commission after the commisis believed to have been a homosexual encounter in a sion had voted 3-1 to approve the hook for sale, v, ith
bar.
proceeds donated to the commission.
Both men died bloody deaths in the apartment of
one of them.

Renovations on the concert hall a! the California State
University at Hayward are complete.

Paula Ray Chnsbansen

City Editor

San Francisco gays cautioned
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The Community Committee for
International Students will have Conversation in English groups at various
times today in the Administration
Building, Room 222. Call Muriel Andrews at 279-4575 for information.

Roulade Deborah G Guilder, Hans Ingebret.
Sen. Victor Manuel Intunta [[toys Jhaia. Gene
Johnson It. Deborah J Kaplan. duke taylOr.
ten. Stephanie k4 Nichols. Rosa Tong I ee

photographers
Robert Amide. Michael Burke. Joe Gotten. Crag
Kohlruss. John Ft t awrence. Fdward I Wm.’.
Brad Mango. Nancy Nadel Mat J Pohne0Sa.
George Sakkestad

Artists
Cite Asher. Regina Aviles. Shannon Niglio Ste
phew* Carroll Chnsta C0077 Danny lee. Cathy
Sheryl Vivento,
Corinne Maimed

limner

The Geology Club is sponsoring a
speech by Chris Mathewson from
Texas A&M at 12:30 p.m. today in
Duncan Hall, Room 311. Call the Geology Department at 277-2385 for information.
The Career Planning and Placement Center is hosting a workshop on
learning techniques for interviewing at
1:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. Call Debra Boogaard at 277-2272 for information.

information.
The Hillel Jewish Student Association is having a Lunch and Learn
with Rabbi Joseph Gnin at noon tomorrow at the Campus Ministry. Call
Sandra Silver at 294-8311 for information.
’
The Career Planning and Placement Center is having a Job Hunting
for Educators class at 1:30 and 4 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Umunhum Room. Call Debra Boogaard at
277-2272 for information.

Suzanne xenakis
’peeler Sections Account Executives
Irene HOSS011ri Raba. ilenecorne Veronk

The Career Planning and Placement Center is sponsoring a talk on
learning how to prepare resumes at
3:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. Call Debra Boogaard at 277-2272 for information.

/Were,
Illexliating Consultants
Micheal Dixon. Jolene Garrett Colette K.177S
17In McQuillan on AIN. U/S7181. JOWNly Yu

Account Executive*
im Boa Cheryl Chaffin Athena Chaves. Vic
Infra Fakes Petrol Feting, Wesley Fong. Chris
407,r1.1707, Wendy Kewanee. Jett Cress, Re,
Nohrden Jerry Ileyrnond. Gael Taylor, Rendre
Vandenakker. ion Stipend

The Theatre Arts and Radio-TV Film Departments are sponsoring Pete
Seeger in concert at 3:30 p.m. today in
the Studio Theatre. Call Roger Wallis
at 277-2763 for information.
The Amateur Radio Club will
have a guest speaker at a meeting at 7
p m tonight in the Student Union
!Jima Poeta Room. Call 277-3470 for

Pledge information meeting at 6:30
p.m. tomorrow at Spartan Memorial.
Call Michele Benolone at 292:1052
for information.

The Financial Management Association is having a speaker from General Electric at 5 p.m. tomorrow in the
Studet Union Almaden Room. Call
Moreen Atwell at 248-3804 for information.

The Campus Crusade for Christ
will have a Tuesday Night Live at 7:15
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Council
Chambers. Call Dan Ryder at 2944249.

Tau Delta Phi will hold a Smoker

Are you denying
yourself
a better shot
at grad school?
Okay it may be too late to
But ifs not too late to
try to do better on your LSAT,
GMAT. GRE, or MCAT For that.
there’s Stanley 1-1 Kaplan
No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H.
Kaplan Our test- taking techniques and educational
programs have prepared
over I million students.
So whatever grad school
exam you’re taking, call us.
Remember, the person next to
you during your exam might
have taken a Kaplan course

get a 4.0

IKAPLAN
STANUY H K AR AN EGUEARONAL CRJTER tip

DON’T COMPET1 Willi
A KAPLAN ’XI TN NT

(415) 327-0841
300 Hamilton Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94301

GALLERY OF MODERN ART PRINTS

FREE MINI BASKETBALL

Karen Waiter
Mallonail Account ExecutNee
Carol Hubei ShillOn Con Renee Cray/she*

The career Planning and Placement Center is having a Small Business -- Big Opportunity class at 2
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Almaden Room. Call Debra Boogaard
at 277-2272 for information.

Money paid by students lor diploma and graduation lees will be, used
to fund the awards, she said. The graduate studies office will receive a portion of the money and divert it tOssard
the awards.
The deadline for candidate i)ominaiiisns is April 10

1

with student ticket purchase
$3.00 reserved or

$4.00 stage

(while supply lasts)

’NAYS

Feb. 23rd - vs. Fresno State Today
Feb. 26th - vs. Utah State (Greek Night)
Feb. 28th - vs. Pacific
Pick-up at Spartan Athletic Ticket Office
or look for Spartan Table at Union.
All games at San Jose Civic Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALI, 277 -FANS
PAID 1 (WRY Ahiste 1911 It Stt itrt SITS

Blossom Hill and Kooser Rds , San Jose
265-4411
Princeton Plaza Mall
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Men’s cagers face
troubled Bulldogs

Netters win league
opener vs. Pacific
By %lark Foyer
Daily man writer
SJSUs top three seeds. Malcom Allen. Tom Sheehan and Paul
, Carbone. led the men’s tennis team
to an 8-1 win over UOP in a PCAA
match Thursday at South Campus.
The win evens the team’s record at 1-I in overall play The outcome ol the Santa Clara match,
which was at A- A when it was suspended because of darkness Feb. 3,
is pending
Against UOP. the Spartans’
No 1 seed Allen heat Cy Carpenter
6 I . (ii No 2 Seed Sheehan defeated Elliot Minim 6-4. 6-3 and
No A seed Carbone fought off the
wind and a tough Tim Hochhater
bra 7.5. 6-1 win.
I had three chances to break
his serve in the first set. hut I
couldn’t do it Carbone said.
A l’CW good passing shots and
crossing shots finally gave Carbone
the service break he needed, and he
went on to win the I irst set.
No.4 seed Gary Peralta and
No .5 seed Risto Modanen picked
up their Ids’ wins of the season
against two losses Peralta needed
three sets to deleat Ben Durham 64, 2-6. 6-1 Moilanen knocked -off
Skip Horan 6-0, 6-1). No. Is seed
Mike Se:kitten lost his match to
Tim Angus 2-6. 3-h
All three SJSU doubles teams
won in straight sets against their
L’OP counterparts Sheehan and
Carbone, the No 1 seeds, knocked
oll Carpenter and Ilochhater 6-3.
7-5. the No 2 team of Allen and
Modanen bested Bloom and Durham 6-0. 6- A and Peralta and Seadden won the No 3 match. 6-4. 6-2.
Sheehan and Carbone 2 oi

SJSU looks to end losing streak

struggled in the second set of their
match trailing 4-5. with UOP set to

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
They were to become the next
West Coast dynasty.
With use consecutive 20-win
seasons and a National Invitational
Tournament
championship,
they
looked like the successor to the UCLA
teams of the 611s and ’70s.
They had a great coach. great
players and the infamous "Red
Wave. But in the last two years, Fresno
State. which will play host SJSU at
7:30 tonight at Civic Auditorium, has
become just an average team.
Instead of dominating their opponents, they have become dominated.
A year ago the Bulldogs finished
the season ii 15-15 overall and 8-1(1 in
PCAA play Ii marked the first time in

Sene

"Usually.. one expects the
servers in doubles to hold their
serve," Sheehan said "Paul and I
had a feeling that we could break
their serve. ’
They broke LIOP’s serve with
crisp passing shots and hard volleys
that handeufled Carpenter and
Ilin:hhater.
Allen and Moilanen won their

’It’s good to go out
and get a win,
especially in
conference play.’
John Hubbell,
S.Pit men’s tennis coach

match in just 45 minutes. It was the
first time that Allen had played
since he sprained his ankle against
Stanlitrd two weeks ago.
"Malcom looked a little rusty
today.- SJSU coach John Hubbell
said. "But he’s only been practicing for two days. I was very
pleased with his play .
Hubbell said he was pleased
vs ith the team’s Mon.
’It’s good to go out and get a
win, especially in conference
play . Hubbell said. "Wyi’re a
growing team its going to take the
early part of the season to See how
cood SSC :an he

Spartans on the Air
Air Time:
KHTT 11500 AM)
7.15 p m Game Time: 7.30 p.m.
Air
Time:
KSJS (90.7 FM)
7-15 p m Game Time. 730 p.m.
sly years that the Bulldogs did not ads ance to post -season competition.
In addition, Fresno State saw
their head coach of eight years, Boyd
Grant, resign following the close of
the season. During his tenure, the
Bulldogs were 194-74. With current
NBA players Bernard Thompson
(Phoenix Suns), Ron Thompson (Indiana Pacers) and Rod Higgins
(Golden State Warriors) under his tuteMichael Burke Daily staff photographer
lage. Grant guided Fresno State to a
home record ol 113-17 and the 1983
%IS( No.1-sced %Ialcont .Allen smashes a serve against Stanford Feb.
NIT championship.
10. I lit’ Spartans trounced Pacific 8-1 Thursday at South Campus.
And Grant’s replacement. longtime assistant coach Ron Adams. has
had trouble returning the Bulldogs to
their pedestal.
This year, Fresno State is 8-16
overall and 3-10 in PCAA play. But
perhaps the most shocking statistic is
that the Bulldogs, heading into Saturnited, and very competitike and attribIt’s also an elle, iiy tool for tour- day night’s contest
at Utah State. were
utes these twin characteristics to his nament play.
0-11 for the year on the road.
success at SJSU.
’In less than a minute alter the
Life has been tough lOr all PCAA
"I’m very compemise.- Gale last putt is made. I can have the results
teams. With Thursday night’s 53-52
explained. "I don’t care it it’s a spit
01 that round and the next day’s pair- loss to
LIC-Santa Barbara. SJSU finting contest, it’s no fun standing ings.’ he said
ishes its season road record with a
around the scoreboard when you’re
But Gale isn’t completely encom- mark of 2-7 in the PCAA and 4-10
losing.’’
passed by his coaching duties. He also
overall.
Playing golf is no bed of roses ei- teaches .in intermediate golf class,
But 0- II? Moreover, Fresno
speaks at various seminars and still
ther.
State is in the midst of a 14-game road
’It takes basic athletic talent,’’ finds time to spend viithillis faintly.
losing streak overthepast two yearn.
Gale said. "You have to be agile and
Ile said he’s looking lOrward to
However. Adams refused to behave a strong desire to w in You have coaching the next few years. hut retirelieve that the Bulldogs were any differto he in pretty good shape lust like any ment may he in the near f inure.
ent on the road than they were at
other athlete
"If recruiting goes well. I’m home.
With all this know ledge and ex- planning on bringing in tOur ol the hest
He said that this year’s team is
perience. one would assume that Gale high school players in the country next
being plagued by a number of probhas accomplished everything as a golf year." Gale said. "I think I’d like to
lems.
coach. But. among all of those awards see them through their senior year.
"We’re a young team.- Adams
collecting dust on the top shell of his A her that. I’ll probably hang it till
trophy case. remains an empty space.
’My ultimate goal is to %A in the
national championship.’’ Gale said. "I
would like to win it tor the schintl and
the entire community.’’
Gale takes his coaching very seriously
to the extent that he even
instituted a computerited system to
analyze both the Spartans and their opponents.
"I use it more to analy A.- my own
team. Gale said. "It pros ides me
with their strengths and weaknesses
and tells me where they should practice

Coach keeps women golfers flying high
:By Stephen Ellison
:Daily staff writer
S’
When Mark Gale arrived at SJSU
IA years ago, he had no idea he would
a college golf coach, let alone a
cessful one.
He was still active in his 26th
year in the U.S. Air Force, serving as
a full colonel, and he was supervising
the ROTC program on campus.
Today. Gale is one of the top college golf recruiters in the country and
Sas made the women’s program at
Will a highly reputable one. In his offier he is surrounded by trophies.
plaques and masses of other golf mem-orbalia he has collected in his 17 years
as a coach and player
’I never had plans of becoming a
ehach.- Gale said. "It happened because ol my love of the game. And the
opening was there.’’
Since 1977. the SJSU women’s
’golf team, under Gale, has been
ranked among the top 10 in the nation
every year e Wept one ( 1981-82 I.
jalt., se:. lust started playing golf
senouslsvs tide still an the military.
w as in Japan, about 1960.
he said "In a span of one year I went
from 21 handicap to a five. His outlook on the game was
most likely his inspiration.
’It’s a game you can win by beating the golf course.’’ Gale explained.

’It’s not only it challenge against another individual, it’s a challenge
against nature.’
Since he started coaching Gale’s
playing day have been kept to a minimum.
"Occasionally. I’ll shoot nine
holes with the team during practice or
when we’re doing a fund-raiser," he
said.

Mark Gale
.SJSII women’s golf coach
Other than that. Gale said the better part of his day is spent as a coach.
"The key to being a successful
coach is good mg:mit:Mon." he said.
"A coach should be an example of a
good manager both on and off the
course.’’
Gale considers himself very orga-

said by phone before his leant left tor
Utah. "We’re starting three sophomores and a freshman. We were
looking for a leader to step forward hut
we haven’t had one. We’ve been inconsistent and our shooting has also
been terrible .
Adams wasn’t kidding At home.
Fresno State is shooting 44 percent
front the field. while on the road they
are shooting Ili percent
"We’re shooting 40 percent front
the field." Adams said. "You just
can’t expect to win shinning 40 percent."
Fresno State does have three
players scoring in double figures. Forwards Jervis Cole and Mike Mitchell
are both aseraging 11.8 points per
game and 6-foot7-inch center I krrick
Barden is scoring at a 10.3 clip.
SJSU head coach Bill Berry
knows that Fresno State can be dangerous.
"They have a young team and
that is basically why they have had
their problems.’’ Berry said. "But
they have some good players in Mitchell and Cole .
The last time the two teams met
SJSU came away with a 62.41 victory
in Fresno. In that Jan. 17 contest.
SJSU guard Ricky Berry led the way
with 26 points.
"We shot well, delensed well
and handled the pressuri. well." said
Coach Berry .
However, Adams looked at that
earlier contest from a different perspective.
"They played real well defensively and Ricky had a great shooting
night, hut in the early pan of the game,
we lost JerY is Cole to a concussion.
That seemed to deflate its.’’ he said.
Tonight’s contest will he of particular importance to the Spartans
With a record of I I- 13 overall and 7-8
in PCAA. SJSU needs tonight’s win
along with their two remaining home
contests (Thursday night against Utah
State and Saturday night against Pacific) before they can he assured of
clinching a berth in the eight -team
PCAA tournament.
Going int() Saturday night’s action. the Spartans Were in a lour-way
tie for fourth place with Fullerton
State, Utah State. and Long Beach
State. Santa Barbara. at 7-7, is in
third, while New Mexico State is at 87. UNLV, who played New Mexico
State on Saturday night. has already
clinched the regular season title.
Berry knows that just the rivalry
between the two schools may he
enough to revise the Bulldogs.
"They’re always tough. But the
big difference is that we get them at
home this time... Berry said.

Volleyball team fills openings
with four high school recruits
By David Barry.
Daily staff writer
Site -wise, they’re not big.
Talent -wise. they’re not expected
to he instant starters.
Experience -wise, they’re not expected to till the the large shoes of the
three graduating seniors
Christa
Cook, Lisa Ice, and Maria Healy.
"
But recruiting -wise. the tour most
’recent additions to the SJSU yolleyhall
team
Laura 13oone, Heather McPherson. Mary Ann Wagner and Betsy
Welsh. have coach Dick Montgomery
pleased with the Imre of his team.
.
"I think this was probably the
; hest recruiting we’ve done.’ Montgomery said. "We got four players.
who, like the players we’ve recruited
hefore, are not the hest players, but in
a year or two they can he among the
hest in the country "
A good recruiting year was
needed with the loss of those three
standouts
While Healy finished atnong the
PCAA leaders in hitting percentage.
Cook and Ice, as a result ill their outstanding play, have been chosen to
; play with the San Francisco/San Jose
; Golddiggers.
The new recruits aren’t expected
; to fill in right away, hut by next sea;-son, the four should make an impact
"At least two to three should be
;
starting by sophomores," Montgomery said.
;
Leading the list of recruits is
; Boone. a 5-foig-9-inch left side hitter
: from Cerritos High School As a se. nior. Boone was selected to the
:Cahtbitrnuarnua Interscholastic
Federation

team in volleyball. She is also a gifted
soccer player.
"She is a very good athlete,’’
Montgomery said. "She’s a solid allaround player with great defensive
control. If she had been 6-feet, she
could have gone anywhere in the country."
Also Imin Southern California is
Wagner. The 5 -foot -I I -inch middle,
left -side hlocker was also selected all CIF.
"She’s the least experienced
player." Montgomery said. "But
she’s a great athlete and her coach.
vs hi, played inn the L S nai in mail team

in the 1960s. said that she was the hest
player she has ever coached.’’
From Granada High School in
Livermore. the Spartans will he receiving Welsh. a 6-foot I -inch right side player. She was her teams’ MVP
and all -North Coast Section in 1986.
"She a really good player."
Montgomery said. "She sort ol got
lost inn in Liyermore. hut we knew
about her.
And finally from Homestead
High School in Sunnyvale comes McPherson. The 6-foot middlehlocker
was an all -Central Coast Section se.
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For 25 Years, we’ve been
exporting America’s
most valuable resource.
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The men and women of the Peace Corps. Dedicated
volunteers who help people in developing countries live
better lives.
It’s tough. And it takes more than just concern. It takes
motivation. Commitment.
But for 25 years, being a Peace Corps volunteer has
been a chance to stop dreaming about a better world
and start doing something about it.

Peace Corps
Peace Corps:
Slide Show

Feb. 25, Wed., 2-4 PM
Costanoan Rm.. Student Union

Love
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For information call: (415)974-8754
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Bloom County

One Step Beyond. a Santa Clara nightclub, averted
legal action by paying the Associated Students Program
Board $14,563.83 it owed for a concert featuring the hand
Berlin. The payment was received lour months alter the
concert, which was co-sponsored by the Iwo groups.
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The Student Union Recreation and Events Center pool
site construction crew cracked a pipe. again, leaving the
surrounding dormitories without water for more than nine
hours. The incident was the second in two days.

.nt from
ou just
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Students not doing well in selected classes will he
warned this semester, the second consecutive term SJSU
ha.: used the Early Warning Program. Instuctors in targeted
classes will evaluate students during the first four weeks of
the semester and selected students will he advised to visit
Couseling Services for help.
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Sports
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The Spartan basketball team lost to host UC-Santa Barbara 53-52 Thursday night. With the loss. SJSU drops to 78 in PCAA play and 11-13 overall. The high scores for
SJSU was Cieoree Puoti with 12 points.
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BEVERLY HILLS (API -- The
old Witch’s House is on sale for $1.75
million, and the sellers are threatening
the fairy-tale landmark with an enchanted wrecking hall unless their
price is met.
Martin and Doris Green. who
bought the two-bedroom, 3,700square -foot house 21 years ago, are
anxious to sell, but are firm on the
price despite warnings by their broker
that they were asking too much.
Generations of gawkers and tour
buses have been drawn to the 58 -yearold Halloween-motif structure, the
epitome of gingerbread with a rooftop
broomstick, frogs in the moat and a
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cauldron in the front hall.
A word of warning to would -he
buyers: visitors to the home on Walden
Drive can be overhearing.
"People come up and eat their
blackberries and pick their roses."
said Joy Shelter. a neighbor of the
Greens for eight years. "You wouldn’t
believe the things that people do."
And on Halloween, a massive
stream of trick -or-treaters descend on
the home, decorated by the Greens
with dozens of pumpkins and plastic
cats with blinking eyes.
"The kids arrive by the truckload." said another neighbor. "It
looks like a Rants football game."
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Take one cowardly German Shepherd, one scared bicycle rider who speaks little English, live SJS coeds and
one San Jose police officer, and you have confusion.
That is exactly what reigned on S. 12th Street last
Thursday night.
The cowardly dog, misnamed Hercules. lives with use
coeds. at 612 S. 12th Si, Miss Nancy Rolfe, one of his owners, confesses that she has some doubts about the ellects living with live coeds has had on Hercules. She says the 10month -old pup is nothing hut "a big sissy."
The scared bicycle rider was San Yong Lee, 33, a foreign student who is studying English at Roosevelt Junior
High.
Hercules and Lee met while Lee was on his way to
class. Hercules harked, and Lee fell off his hike. Or else
Lee fell. and Hercules barked. No one is too clear about
that.
The subsequent events are pretty hazy, t(x). Lec,
through his sister, told police the dog attacked and hit hint.
Miss Rolle. who watched the melee, says she was holding
Hercules’ collar, and all he did was hark.
Hercules isn’t talkin’.
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Good Clean Fun

Demolition threatens witch’s house

$15 met
victory

Berke Breathed
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The Student Union Board ()I- Directors approved its
San Jose State college’s first campus floral organizaleases for the Washington Square Federal Credit Union tion started recently by Archie Brown and Clifford Nelson.
The fate of the credit union depends on the approval from State students, gets under way today with an all -college
Bruce Richardson. the general counsel for SJSU.
contest to select a name for their business.
The prize for the contest is an orchid corsage and any
The condom pentathalon that was scheduled to coin- State student is eligible to enter simply by placing their
cide with National Condom week dwindled down to a tria- choice of a name in the contribution box in the Publications
thalon last week due to lack of- student participation.
office.
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Neighbors who stay home usually give
out 1.500 to 2.000 pieces of candy before the night is over.
The possibility of demolition has
rankled preservationists. It is, after all.
the only witch’s house in town.
"It has significant historical
value." said Don Hunt: vice president
of the preservationist group Hollywood Heritage. which hopes to save
the house from demolition. "It’s
played an important role in Los Angeles just from the standpoint of its
recognition. From the day it was built,
it was a tourist attraction "

Bill Lukas
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD

ABUSE

TREATMENT

PRO.

GRAM Enhance personal & professional growth as Volunteer Intern in world renowned local
program
Counseling, support

’S acir-way
Ilenon
Beach
is in
sat 8lexico
!ready

tulmln date processing,
public mareness. fund-raising.
etc 151mono-lingual. all ma.
iors, grad & undergrad
sped
ence horn clerical to post -grog
Intro-to-evtrovert WE NEED YOU
Neer cernpus ICE F PO Boa
952, S.J 95106, cell 200-5055
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Sere your teeth. eyes
and money too For information

ivalry
iy he

and brochure see A S
Can (401)371.6411

at the
em at

Office or

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE you can buy peps tor 044
through the US goal’ Get the
facts today’ Call 1-312742.1142
.1 6115
VW "THING- WANTED!! WIll buy, call
et 1972965
13

mil.
?
5s914, 2 dr, new clutch, .0
cna, 13300, Dhiya 277-3181 61-F
NISSAN

SENTRA.

461

’71 CHEVY NOVA, ps-ptrac. VI. 2dr,
new trstorks, Inc cond Mull
1250090 Wks 991-4363 deys
77 HONDA ACCORD. 5 pd

rune

greet. good condition, new tires
51500. call 246-5926
’86 183 MD SPORSTER STOCK 10,.
ertros. geraged, well kept.
eacellent condition 53,650 call
246-5714, mornings

COMPUTERS
WE

5E11

IBM

COMPATIM F

computer XT complete system tor
$570. AT complete system for
$1195 PC-COM, computer & ac
...odes 404 S 3,11 SI . corner of
San Salved., 295.1606 We accept Visa or MC

40M5

1024k 1415)
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FUTONS.’ GRAND OPENING SALE at
Our new kxatIon Save 10% 00 .9
tutor. up to 25% on all fr..
through Feb 20th Custom. Futon. & Pillows Plus. 900 S WIn.
cheater fitvd (between Moorpark
Williams) Son J.e 2964161
NOT A DREAM. THE book How lo
sten & operate your own profit.
We business at horne would
change your, way of Me For free
info send ..It acklreseed env.
/01. lo Western Publishing Co
P0 Bow 390100, Mtn Vitra, Ca
94039

JOBS. JOBS! JOSS. Peel for Students Join our merketIng staff
Taira now and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon-Weds &
Sot & Sun Outstanding earning
potently! Cell 370-9090
PART & FUL t TIME RETAIL HELP"
Nationel firm preparing tor Spring
8 Summer work It sccopted. you
will earn III 75 starling! PT (20)
earn per wk equal 5235 El MO)
earnings per Mt equal $470 No
xp is needed because Stool Intensive on the lob training pro.
gram Good math 8 reeding skills
area plus Some evening & week-

HOUSING! Neer Son
Jose Stone for students Don’t
hassle parking, welk to school
I,.. utilities. monthly disc Fully
turnished. color TV VCR and
housekeeping service Shared or
single rooms ave... Office 72
N 5th St . call 998-0734

HOUSE TO SHARE In quiet foothill
area 1 or 2110111. non-smkra to
share 3 lidrm home 10 rnin frm
SJSU

Walk to bus.
6275 mo & 0335 mu

the student All sells fins’ 30 dV
guttrentee Days 94; 2730, Eyes
293-4780 all for Joe

HELP WANTED
HIRING.
CRUISEI INES
Career! Good Pay
Summer

AIRLINES

Tr.. Con tor guide. cassette.
neweeerviceli (9111)944 4444 .70
CLERK! PROCESS DONATIONS tor
non pro. Mastro Maintein data
beee No wet, nec 10 11,. WI 6511,
Cal Al.. Sydnor 11 291-1595
Won
Milliparine (w.) classifieds) PT
FT ST 2576
mileage 7294732

DRIVER Oft ’VERY

FOR

XXX

DRIVERS POSITIONS" Pell time-Avis
Rent
Ca’ Is now accepting sp
plutlons et 11. San Jose Airport
location Please epply et PASS
N F Almon Blvd tie.. lam
and 491111, Monday through rridey
FXHAUST

OPERATORS
PROC
NEEDED at VARIAN Full lInte.

weekend eh. (Friars Se...

shopping.
utilities

Call 729-3579
AVAILABI F NOW." LARGE 2 BOrm. 2
tielh apt One bik horn campus
Totting reservations for neat semester Call 217-5316 or 667-0642
LARGE CLEAN QUIET COURTYARD
apt for student. A professionals
195 E Reed corn 5 511, St Call
Ina 227-1236 $515 mo
$400
dep

end

ONE BORN APT one person no pets
$400m0 MN I ith St . call Gary
at 293-4091, Security Bldg

qualify, corporate scholarships
are minded, internships are pos-

QUIET SIXPL EX, Furnished 2 bOrm, 1
be, $500 mo
deposit /or 2 per.
sons 5290 7th St . cen 2577618

positions Cr. available
some flexibility is allowed during
11.1 clams in addition. If you

sible, 8 you may earn 2.3.4 cred.
its ish or semester During your
winter. spring 8 especially sum m., breaks, full lime work 1.10.11
Call today tor Into & an Interview.
Or call Mon Frl between tOem
2pm 175-9115 If the In. is bimy.
please be patient 8 try again An
egusl opportunity company

ROOMATES WANTED! 2 nonsmokers
to she. quiet 40r hot. In C..
Sell Full prIvil, weSher. dryer, etc
1325 ow Inct utile 377-1654
ROOMS A APARTMENTS for rent"
Rooms front $750 rno Beeutitui
Victorian. pool I all 0111111.. incl
Block Inn SJSU Clean. quiet. 8

PART TIME JOBS." We market auto
club memberships for the inaior

safe Cell nowChris at 971-8094

oil componies Parttime. eatty
hours weekly peychecks $7 to
515 hourly commission. complete
training provided Greet ...d-

BORN 7 B APT, quiet sec bldg.
perking Well to SJSU $850 per
no C8112795076

ente for your mum* R C SMITH
CORP .247-0S70
PART TIME SALES

BOOKKEEPING

SALES’

PHONE

56-510 hr,

fleOble

hours Greet customer ’1st Start
IMMEDIATE’ Y
Green
Thumb

to
15,278
choose frornsil subjects Order
catalog today with VISA MC or

RESEARCH

COD Toll tree hot fine-100-35V
0222, In Caill (213)477-8226, or
rush $700 to Reseerch Asels.
0204
lance. 11322 Idaho Ave
SN, los Angeles. Ca 90025 Custom

reseerch

also

evellable-all

levels
RESORT HOTEL S, CRU1SELINES, elr
ihwlisamusernent perks NOW at
ceptIng sopplicetton For Inform.
lion A an applkellon. write
Netionol Colleglete Recreellon
Service P0 Box 9074 Hilton

SECURITY

Fun

OFFICERS".

time part time, all shifts We voili
train Apply In perSon Mon -Fri
Sern-Spni, 760 Meridian Ave , San
Jose. call 208-5860
STUDENT UNION JOBS’ Start et 55 00
per hour Apply in Olrecior’ Of fit. on top floor

14 BDRM 4000 sty 11 bide fort.. 19
central area dining rm, kitchen, 5
Oaths, by SJSU 260-1750

LOST AND FOUND
CROSS
OST" GOI D ROPE CHAIN
on Fob 6th REWARD, no quo..
not. Call 7774606 Return le
deeply ape...test!

PERSONALS

plow..

EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
First-class metaphysics, counsel.
frig Is facellen1 for finding Me oi
rectton end popose vocational
6.17 sell -knowledge,
transitions,
ilfe
relationship compatibility, and
profound Insights Into life dynamics end your soul’s path I have
guidance,
clarifying

been in privet* practice as

eend

IrIo

bra
-

sells.

dry... stomped envelops to
E.mds of World Teaching P0
Boy 1049 Son Dlego, Ca 92112
1049 Graduating eenlors should

Cell

Cell 217.0297 tor appoint

$6101 TO START" SANDWICH melt
ere and metnionance posiilon
open between 8.1-2 30pm nye
days weelny. no weekends Apply
It Sourdough tete.. 841 N FirsI
SI

Se. Jo.

Diverse! DynemIc.
SJSUS oldest scholaslic honor
’,eternity and producers of the
Tower Liel invfles you to their
Spring Semester Smoker. Feb 24

RE
Ave

complIshed,

6.30 in the Spartan Memoriel
For more Information call SI John
or
277-6396. Sandy 277-6557

INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit check
No interest chows! You ere alio’.
tole, Unlimited credli line with full
color cstalog. VCRs poetry and
more

FREE information please

RE -writing.
SERVICES
Theals development preparetIon
Statistics All fields Catalog Berkeley (415) 528-4957. 641-5036

EDITORIAL

EE’s IF. is mai ELECTRONIC DE.
SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources lor ides. or what to
but." 5H1 Electronlc is committed to offer low cost consult.
Ins; needs tor the student Call
days 942-7736. Eves 293-4780

National Home Shoppers.
Box 90359. San Jose, Ca 95109

program Is Ws individualized.
FREE
completely confidential
to quaint.. women It begIns
soon, so cail 370-3741 from 9-4
deys NOW If demonstrated suc.
c.a.. 11 0111 be avail for fee

SERVICES

Ilk for Joe

appointment
IBM

KEYS MADE, LOCKOUTS opened, to.
locks 6 desdbolls 11
stalled, master keying Call 9 00
by
to 600 Mon thru Sal ("cS
only) licensed -bonded-mobile 10% discount on labor with
this NI Spec!ai rotes for senior
citizens, SJSU students. stint 8
faculty FREE estimates ’EMERspat

accepting patients for FREE
orninations & treatment, as part ot
a resew./ protect II you have
had low back pain for more then
six months are 20-55 yews old
at
the
college
cell
p.m
1108)244-8907 .101

tweezing or using chernicai 0.0111.
tones 1.1 me pormenently remove your unwonted hair (chin,
bikini tummy, moustache. etc)

ANYTIME
Call Ron
Hughes, Evergreen Locksmith
Security Services, 270-3777, Son
Jo. All work guerent.d
GENCIES

PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by I SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories forever
Budget and deluxe packages
10
swills’. Complimentary 8
when you mention this ad For

IS percent discount to students
and faculty Coll before June I.
1987 and gel your first &pp, W 1 2
p.c. ’UnwaMed Nair Disapp,ers
With My Clare
Gwen C nine. en

WORD PERFECT TUTOR, my
horn. Morn 299-2764. eves NW
2554, ask for Evelyn Storm

fest, eccurate typing and
*Ord processing avails.e seven
days week Acedemic business
and personol typing welcome

appointment

FREE

cell

Psul

Smith Photography at 256.1329
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY try KIRK
KUTIRIAN Distinctive portreiture

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Two
linger typing gol you down, Then
call Gall It A WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and
the.s 2674442 if no answer

AAAA- ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACKNOWL MN:SEARLE In typing thee tops
trust Tony 296-2067
Thanks
51 SO per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar.

LINDA

FOR

reports, renunieli. [Over letters.
group protects manuals theses
dIssertallont. etc Alt Nadernic
APA Free disk storformsts

PROFESSIONAL

WORD PROCESSING
Reports,
theses, group proms. resumes
APA a specialty Quick return on
all papers All work guar...)
Per page and hourly rates Alma.
Oen Branham weal Free disk stor
age
PROF
STENO
TYPING

ante. Thanks

beck -up A group
protects No lob too smell or too
large Reasonable Call Bar. at
926-4370 TODAY.

es. SPE I. CHEN. punctuation and
All work
grwrimar assistance
guerenteed Protessionsi. quick &
dependable service It AFFO5DA
246131E, RmALE,:tc"t.Crii.1,1 Pruem,Th.,al 207

SERVICE 51 284.4504

ings wIth referral d.ounts.

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING,
All types ol papers, all lengths
St 350090 typing 6 spelling,
St 65 page typing LI full proofreading
Cempbell
areelocal

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Fs
perlenced, professional word promilling
paper.
tn..,
resumes. ofilc overflow, mailings,

PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term pa
pent theses, end dissenetIons
Pi.. call 554-8650
TERN PAPERS

sionel student typist and skilled
word proses., Dependable end
last! Perfeci ’inlets’s’ documents
from le.r prin.
no typos.

choice of pew
Pholocoples
Experienced
Vet
...naive
735-1845 (Sue) Sunnyvele

DAYSTAR

ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing PJ s WorJ Pro

SECRETARIAL -

Probes.

whiteout, etc I 51 50 per peg*
Cell Sharon at 356-2717 (To my
repeat clients, call to miler. tene
101 your pro.i. before end-ot
semester ruish Is on.)

ohs15 quelny
guaranteed work F xperlenced in
term pope.. thesis, group pro
mots, resumes, manuscripts snd
letters Only minut., from camService

TYPING!"

REASONABLE
RATES"
Sen. Clara Ines Cali Pelfl It 248%33

TYPING $1 50 page ...no SS A up,
minimum charge $5 We use IBM
compatible. Wordstar word pro..., and letter quollty printer

EDITING WORD PROCESSING

266
9441 Former English melor, can
assist *grammar. vocabulary,
wentenat
structure
Term research papers (APA, Tureblan.
Campbell). also resumes cover

pus Cell PJ et 973-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -9238461 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All forme. (APA, Mt A, Turablan
etc ) and group protects welcome
Free Spell check and disk storage

PC-COM. 401 S 3rd SI corner of
San Salvador 0. block from
campus Cali 2961806
WORD EXPERTISE Word Procestang
thesis dissenlion menus..

let Legible copy please Students
and lacully welcome Willow Glen
rea, easy to locate Call Mrs
Morton 266-9448

Experktnced thesis and publica
lion typist Standard end micro.
ins.. transcription Word pro.
ceseing instruction oven.. 910
By
oppointment
5
Mon -Fri

F noir sh F,.nch Spanish
371 8120

TERESA

TYPING

7Ff

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers research papers

Chrystal 923-6451

RESUMES" Need

help, Call SOS’ Word Processing Spell Check Ion. Quality Printer. R.sutne, 110 cop.
incl I Cover Letters
Envelopes

_pickup 8 delivery 866-6960

newsletters Student Discounts
Guerenteed work Only 10 min
utes from campus Words and
Mors (Pamela) 923.7610

Hill SANTA

5825
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic, business, legal word
processing newts Term papers,

p.m leave message
CALI

AAAAH
PERFECTION!
I ASER
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word pr.essIng at Its best Have
done own master thesis Experienced in resumes. Wt.’s. th.es,

RI OSSOM

quested). moot, disc storage StuCtukk
discounts
dent faculty
24Eturnaround Santa Clara

Call 3E6-1012

TYPING

cessing

ieliers, monu.ripls (books, articles. short Stories). trensctiption
FREE SPELCHEK. copy 16111111 e-

AREA

professional

UN.
CLINIC"
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Sapwood
335 5
Confidential
Ave San Jose. call 7477486 for

ELECTROLYSIS

BACKACHE, PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC.West is currently

BARE IT All’ Stop shevIng, w.ing.

with
sensitive touch A variety
of packet?. to choose from, all
ree.nably prIced By appointment (406)259-5941

Clear ..pl.
nations reasonable URI& multivenine statistics IBS Research
Assoc , (415) 349-4407

write

WOMEN. YOU CAN take control ot
your eating If flinging 8 purging
are serious concerns. you ere in.
wiled to portIcIpele In a study to
break the b p cycle The approved

559-3500.1645 S Bascom
PC
Heir Today Gone To-

DATA ANALYSIS

Laura 629-12111 Come meet us".

(404

AND SFCRETARIAI

theses A dlasertatIons (Campo.,
rural:den, APA 3rd ed I screen-

SERVICES Fest. .curet stork
ave.. seven days week
crcand in the Blossom Hill Sent.

plays. resumes. cover & follow-up

Tent. sr. Call 365- t 017
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Str..61
our", Conte to the only ft..
num in Northern Collfornie irnag.

Phone_

Address

Phone 277-3175

I. your.’ floating on 30% Bonne solutIon Your body torgets

come away horn the esperlera
1001109 you’ve bow vacationing
for a week In Maul Call now for I,.

benefits

1,1991 11 971-61t8

St

HONOR TRADITION QUESTION AUTHORITY TAU DELTA PHI Ac.

the lob-amazingly rep.. effective
end erect’s& $75 hr. $45 30 min
Roferenc.. C.. Willis, M A CeN
(408) 734.9110100 appointment or
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New students find
guidance from faculty

Over the fence

PROGRAM.

Joe Gosen Daily staff photograpnr,
will have a chance for revenge, according to the
rules of fencing.

The fencer in black lunges for a score against his
’imminent. right. %Fier this attack, his opponent

p.m page

academic life threatens
The program hooks new students up with faculty members to help them meet individual academic goals. Through
personal involvement, it can help students to improve their
educational standing and feel they are a more integral part
ol the university.
This semester the program has tripled in size, accommodating 100 new students, while maintaining services for
the 55 students already enrolled
The new director of the program, Prot, Marcia Canton,
has enlisted the help of 10 faculty members to act as mentors. Each of the new mentors will have 10 students to work
with.
"There were 271 applications kir the program, but we
could only select 100," Canton said.
Those who are not selected will not he lost in the
shuffle. Canton said. They will be referred to Student Affirmative Action and the Educational Opportunity Program if
not selected.
"The priority for me will he in catching students who
have academic problems and new students who are just
wandering around." Canton said.
"Our target groups are black and Hispanic, both tif
which are underrepresented groups," Canton said.
The new faculty mentors are: Nelda Pisors, communication studies: Pat Cavataio, recreation and leisure studies: Frank Schiavo, environmental studies: Sally Veregge,
biological sciences: Thomasyne Lightfoote Wilson. elementary education., Mozelle Watson. Afro-American stud

les. Min) Valach. engineering; Rebeca Rangel, MexicanAmerican studies: Laverne Gonzalez, English. and David
Van Becker, English
Faculty members participating in the program will he
granted three units I release time. This release time enables
them to teach one less three -unit class, substituting their
work in the mentor program for a class that would normally
he a pan of their work load.
"We got funding at the I I th hour Funding for this semester’s program came from the chancellor," Canton said.
She pointed out that by the time they lound they would
receive the funds, most faculty memhers already had their
schedules for the spring semester set
As a result, those who cannot take their release time
this semester will he allowed to take it during the fall semester
Students were inlOnned about the program through a
newsletter sent out by the Student Affirmative Action Retention Center. Nelly Mellander. SAA retention coordinator. who headed the program last semester, sent applications to students who have taken advantage of the services
offered by SAA.
"We look for people who need special assistance and
tutoring. It’s basically designed to match a student with a
teacher who is compatible. Those who are not accepted for
the program are still eligible or referrals and tutorials as
well."
The mentor project is designed to provide students
with faculty role models who can help make their stay at the
rinD ersibi tress triune esperionoo

Instructors criticize
CSU merit awards
AWARDS, from page I
would be to increase the budget for
Faculty travel expenses
There has not been a challenge to
the awards at SJM, like there has been
at Cal Poly Pomona. Any decision to
not participate in the awards would
first have to he passed by the SJSU
Academic Senate. Burkom said.
The award money is allocated to
the university in one lump sum and
then is divided between each school
depending on the number of tenured
faculty members It a school doesn’t
give out its .issigned awards, the
money is divided between other
schools, she said.
Another problem is the definition
of the criteria for application. Under
the current policy each department or
school committee defines meritorious
performance and professional promise. Burkom said.
One of the issues involved in collective bargaining between the chancellor’s office and CFA is how to define eligibility and selection of the
winners. said Faculty Sen. Wiggsy
sertscn
Right now the policy stales every-

one is eligible so it sould go oil tin
ever. The process should he arranged
so all schools have the same proee
dure. she said.
"You could get as many opinions
as there are faculty members when you
question the value of the awards." Si
vensen said.
The awards cloni address issues
which contribute to the sy stem such as
fair pay, benefits and good working
conditions, she said.
Faculty members of S.ISLI’s Philosophy Department voted last year ti,
not participate in the competition for
the awards. said Michael Schmidt, an
associate professor in the department.
"I know we will talk about it
again this year hut I don’t know it
there will he a change." he said
A major fear of CFA members Is
the chancellor’s office wants um, el.
sky presidents to choose the winner,
"How can our president. w It.
better than most at the others, choosc
between an artist and a chemist when it
comes to giving out awards." Tidwell
said.
"You’re not going to buy harder
working faculty by giving them more
money." he said.

AVOID
THE NOID

CALL
DOMINO’S PIZZA

Meet the NO1131" He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza cold,
or late, or he squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
the top.

With one call to Domino’s
Pizza, you can avoid the
NOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!’

Credit union officials
seek student volunteers
CREDIT 1;A

. Irom page I

The credit union now has about
15 workers. But McLellan lias set no
limits
"We would like to have about 35
to 40 active workers, hut we’ll take a
thousand,’’ he said.
All positions are volunteer. And
it will he a while before any of them
receive pay
Associated Students President
Tom Boothe, using the credit union at
California State Polytechnic University at Pomona as an example, pointed
this out at Tuesday’s meeting of the
Student Union Board of Directors.
That credit union, which started
around 190, had to wait approximately live years helore getting its
first part nine worker
has

three full-time C1111,1,
he said
For this reason, McLellan c.
stressing the other points that can hen
elit a volunteer.
’The first is experience,’ Mc
Lellan said. "It gives people the
ity to apply what they learn in etas, I.,
real -world application . ’
Students will, in fact, he in
charge of investments and handling
other phases of the operation.
Students who volunteer will also
he helping fellow students, as well as
making new friends. McLellan said.
"We have live people on the
hoard of directors right now.** McLellan said. "We have five different departments to work in. We are looking
lor people In till the positions."

Sinatra named as recipient
of NAACP achievement award
Litter
LOS ANGELES (API
tamer Frank Sinatra will receive the
NAACP’s 1987 Life Achievement
Award (or his efforts to combat racial
prejudice in the United States (or a hall
century. the association said Friday.
The National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People will
present the award April 1 at the organitations annual dinner at the Century
Plata Hotel
"We are honoring Mr. Sinatra in

recognition 01 Ins outstanding climb.
to combat race prejudice in the United
States for more than 30 years," said
Raymond I. Johnson Jr.. president in
the Los Angeles branch of the
NAACP.
Sinatra received a special Academy Aard in 1946 for "The House I
I.ive In," a documentary that made a
plea for tolerance for all races and religions, for which he has always been an
ardent, active supporter, said Susan
Reynolds, the singer’s publicist.
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